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In this paper we shall consider the product or parallel combination of 
channels, and show that (1) the capacity of the product channel is the 
sum of the capacities of the component channels, and (2) the "strong 
converse" holds for the product channel if it holds for each of the com- 
ponent channels. The result is valid for any class of channels (with or 
without memory, continuous or discrete) provided that the capacities 
exist. "Ciapacity" is defined here as the supremum of those rates for 
which arbitrarily high reliability is achievable with block coding for 
sufficiently long delay. 
Let us remark here that there are two ways in which "channel capac- 
ity" is commonly defined. The first definition takes the channel capacity 
to be the suprenmm of the "information" processed by the channel, 
where "information" is the difference of the input "uncertainty" and 
the "equivocation" at the output. The second definition, which is the 
one we use here, takes the channel capacity to be the maximum "error 
free rate." For certain classes of channels (e.g., memoryless channels, 
and finite state indecomposable channels) it has been established that 
these two definitions are equivalent. In fact, this equivalence is the 
essence of the Fundamental Theorem of Information Theory. For such 
channels, (1) above follows directly. The second definition, however, is 
applicable to a broader class of channels than the first. One very impor- 
tant such class are time-continuous channels. 
PRELIMINARIES 
We shall define a channel as follows. For every T > 0 we have a set 
(IT of "allowable" inputs and a set (gT of possible outputs. Every T 
seconds some x ~ ar  is transmitted through the channel, and the 
channel output y is a member of (gr . The output is related to the 
input x C aT by a probability measure g~ on the set (gr. Thus given that 
x C (~r is transmitted, the probability that y ~ S(S c__ ®~) is f~ dt~x. 
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For example ar  and 63r may be the set of binary sequences of length [T]. 
The measure ~ is then a discrete conditional probability distributon. 
Another example is the case where ar  and (~T are sets of real valued func- 
tions on [0, T] and the members of (~r have "energy" not exceeding PT. 
With T specified, a code is a set of M pairs { (x~ , B~)}i=l where x~ Car  
are called "code words," and the collection of B~ (i = 1, 2, • • • , M) is a 
set of disjoint subsets of 63T called "decoding sets." 
If code word i is transmitted (i = 1, 2, . - .  , M) the resulting error 
probability is 
Pel =- Pr[y ~. Bi lx i i s  ~ransmi~ted]= 1 - [  dt~ = 1 -t~x,(B;). (1) 
~B i 
If M1 the code words are equally likely to be transmitted, the over-all 
error probability is 
1 
P~. (2) P~ = M~=I 
A real number R is sMd to be a permissible rate of transmission if for 
every ~, > 0 and for T sufficiently large, there exists a code with param- 
eter T with M = [e R r] code words and P~ ~ ~. Since R = 0 is a permis- 
sible rate, the set of permissible rates is not empty. We define the channel 
capacity C as the supremum of permissible rates. 
For a channel with capacity C we say that the strong converse holds if 
for any fixed R > C, Pe (for a code with rate R) approaches unity as 
T approaches infinity. To be precise, for any R > C and k < 1 and for 
T sufficiently l~rge, any code with parameter T and M = [e R T] code words 
has P~ ~ ~. 
Suppose we are given a set of s channels with input sets a~ ~), (~(r ~), 
• .. , a?  >, output sets 63(r 1), ~(r 2), . . .  , 637 ), channel measures tt~(~ ), t~  ), 
(~) (wherex~C a(r j ) , j  = 1, 2, . . -  s) on the output setsg3(r 1), 
• . . ,  63~ ), respectively, and channel capacities C~, C2, . . . ,  C~. We 
define the product channel (or parallel combination) as follows: The input 
and output sets are 
~- = ~[I (~(r j) and (g~. = XFI ~(r ~), 
i=1 j= l  
and the channel measure is the product measure on ~gz : 
s 
T3r (i) ttx = I I  #~" 
t=1 
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where x = ( xl , x2 , • • • , x~) E a t .  Thus the channels are " independent."  
In  other words, the input x and the output  y are s-tuples, x = 
(xl ,  x2, -. • , x~) and y = (y~, y~, -. • , y~) wherex~. E (~(r ~') and YS  (g(~ ') 
(j  = 1, 2, • • • , s). Given that  x = (x~, • • • , x~) is transmitted, the prob- 
ability that  y C S (S  ~ 6~r) isf~ d~l d~ .. .  d~x~. Permissible rates of 
transmission, channel capacity, and strong converse are defined as above. 
We shall prove the following: 
TI-IEOR~I. (1) Let C* be the capacity of the product of s channels with 
capacities C~ , C2 , • •. , C~ respectively. Then 
C* = ~ C~. (3) 
j=l  
(2) I f  the strong converse holds for each of these s channels, then it holds 
for the product channel. 
The proof of (1) is divided into two parts. In  the first (the "direct 
half")  we will show that  any R < ~=~ Ca. is a permissible rate. This will 
establish that  C* > }--~=1 Cj.  In  the second ("weak converse") we will 
show that  no R > ~=~ Ca' is a pernfissible rate, establishing that  
C* <: ~=1 Ca'. The proof of (2) parallels that  of the weak converse. 
I t  will suffice to prove the theorem for the product of two channels 
(s = 2), the result for arbitrary s following immediately by  induction. 
PROOF OF THE DIRECT HALF 
Let R < C~ + C2 and X > 0 be given. With T sufficiently large we must 
find a code for the product channel with M = e Rr code words and 
P~ _-<X. 
Set 
CI + C2 - £ 
~-  >0. 
2 
Let {(x~ 1), .<,),~MI ~ J l ~=l be codes for channels i and 2 respec- 
tively with M1 = e (c1-~) r and M2 = e (~- ' )  ~ and error probabilities 
P~x , P~ =< X/> This may be clone since Cx - ~/, C2 - ~ are permissible 
rates for channels 1 and 2 respectively. The set of code words for the 
product channel is then (x} x), x~ (~)) j = 1, 2, . - .  , Mx,/c = 1, 2, .. • , M~. 
The corresponding decoding sets are (B~ ~) X B~ (~)) j = 1, 2, • • • , M~, 
/c = 1, 2, • - • . M=. The number of code words in this latter code is M = 
M,M~ = e ~e. Denoting the output  of the product channel by  (y(*), y(~)), 
the over-all error probabil ity is 
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p _ 1 ~ Pr[y(1) CB}I) or 
M1M2 I ~_k~M21~j M 1 
y(2) (~ B f  I (x~ 1), x f )  is transmitted] 
__  M1 [y(1) R(1) X}I) 
_< 1 ~pr  ~ ~j ] is transmitted] 
- M1 j=l (4)  
1 M2 [Y(~) B f  (2) + ~ ~ Pr C ] x~ is transmitted] 
X 
=P~ +P~ <.~+~=X.  
Use has been made in (4) of the independence of the channels which 
implies that 
Pr [y(1) { B}I) [ (x}l), x(2)) is transmitted] 
= Pr [y(1) ¢ B}I) lx~) is transmitted]. 
This estabIishes the direct half of the theorem. 
PROOF OF THE WEAK CONVERSE 
Before beginning the proof of the converse we must digress to discuss 
the idea of "list decoding" first considered by Elias (1957). 
LIST DECODING 
code words {x d ~1. Let us say that we are given a channel and a set of M 
Ordinarily the decoder will examine the output y and select he code word 
x~ which it thinks was most likely to have been transmitted. A list 
decoder, however, selects a "list" of L code words. We say that the de- 
coder is in error if the correct code word is not on the list. Accordingly 
we denote by Po (L, M, T), the probability of error for the best list decod- 
ing code, with list length L, number of code words M, and parameter T. 
With L = 1 the list decoder is the ordinary decoder, and in particular 
the strong converse holds if and only if P~(1, e Rr, T) --> 1 when R > C. 
We now prove the following 
LEM:MA 1. Let L = e RLr and M = e Rr then i f  R1 < R -- RL and 
RIT MI= e , 
P~(1, M~, T) <-_ P , (L ,  M,  T) + e(T) ,  
where e( T) ---> 0 as T -~ co. In  particular i f  the strong converse holds, 
p~(eRLr, Rr e , T)- - - ->lasT--~ ~, i fR  -- R~ > C. 
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Ek(~, {xi}~2~)={10 
If we define 
Proof." Let e be a code with M code words with probability of list 
decoding error (with list, length L) equal to P~(L, M, T). Let S = {x~}j~l 
be a subcode of e with M~ code words for which we will do ordinary de- 
coding as follows: Let £ be the output of the list decoder. If exactly one 
member xi of S belongs to £, the decoder (for S) will announce xi. 
Otherwise the decoder announces an error. Thus if xk is transmitted the 
resulting error probability is 
= /z;};=O, (5) 
£ 
where p(£ I x~) = Pr [list output is £ [xl~ transmitted], and 
if xk ~ £ or xj ~ £ for some j # k (6) 
otherwise. 
and 
10 x~ ~ ~ (7~) E'(~, zk) = otherwise, 
E (S~, x~.) = otherwise, (7b) 
and observe that Ek(£, {xj}y21) is 1 when E'(~, xk) is 1 o1" (£, xi) 
is 1 for some j # k, we have 
E~(~, {x~}7~1) _-< E'(~, xk) + ~ E"(~, x~). (8) 
5#k 
Since the over-all probability of error 
P~ = ~ P~k 
k=l 
we have from (5) and (8) 
k =LI~I $3 f#l~ 
Inequality (9) is valid for any subcode S = {xj}. To establish the Iemma 
we will show tha* there exists a subcode with M~ code words and 
P+ <- P(L, M, T) + E(T) (where e(T) --+ 0 as T --+ + ). To do this we 
choose the subcode at random from the original code ~--each subcode 
word being chosen independently from C with all members of C equally 
likely (i.e., with probability I/M). We then average over ~11 possible 
subcodes. Denoting an average by an overbar, we will show that 
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D ~ _~ P~(L, M, T) + ~(T) and since at least one code must be as good as 
the average the lemma will be established. 
From (9) we have 
& <= EF.7,p(~lx,~)E'(~,x~) 1 Ixk)E"(£,xj). (10) 
1 k ~ 1]~ £ j#k  
Let us consider the summand in the first sum of (10) 
, 1 ~_,p(£]xk)E (£,xk) = E ~.~ -~p(£lxk)E'(£,x~) 
:ELE  E' :~ce M ~ p(~lx~) (~,x~) 
= E 1 (11) =~e¢ ~ Pr [list decoding error for 
code C l x~ transmitted] 
= over-all probability of list decoding 
error for C = Po(L, M, T). 
Thus (10) becomes 
D~ < P~(L,M,T)  +-~ ~_,~_, p(£1xk)E (£,x~). (12) 
j#k  
Now with £ fixed, p(£ I x~) depends only on xk, and E"(£,  xj) depends 
only on x~ (j # k). Since the code words x~ and x~ are chosen inde- 
pendently 
p(£1x~)E(£, xj = p(£]xk) E"(£, xj). (13) 
With £ fixed 
and 
E"(£,x~) = ~_, 1 L • i~* ~E"(£ ,  xi) = ~,  (14) 
1 p(£1xk ) = ~., lp (£1v)"  (15) 
xkEC. 
Substituting (14) and (15) into (12) we obtain 
1 P~ <= P~(L,M,T) + ~ -~p(£1v) . (16) 




1 p(~ lv )  = 1, 
v~e 
P~ < P~ (L, M, T) + M1L (17) 
i " 
Since M1L/M = eRl~-e -('-RL)~ and R1 < R -- RL, M1L/M ~ 0 
as T --> ~,  ~md the proof is complete. 
(1) 
Let us now return to the product channel. Let P~ (L, M, T) be 
P~(L, M, T) for channel i (i = 1, 2). Shannon, Gallager, and Berlekamp 
(1966) 1 have established the following lemma: 
LE~A 2. Let P~ be the ordinary error probability for any code with 
parameter T with M code words for the product channel. Then 
P~ >= P~I)(L, M, T)P~)(1, L, T). (18) 
We now are in a position to prove the weak converse. 
Proof of Converse: Say R > C~ ~- C2 is given. We must show that 
for every code with rate R for the product channel (i.e., M = e"r), 
the probability of error P~ is bounded away from zero (no matter how 
large T be). Let us set 
R - (C~ + C~) 
>0.  
Let RL = C2 -1- ~ and let L = e RL ~. From Lemma 2 
P~ _-> P~)(e RLr, e "r, T)P~2)(1, e RLT, T). (19) 
Now RL > C2, the capacity of channel 2, so that P~2)(1, e RLr, T) is 
bounded away from zero. Also by Lemma 1, 
P~)(e R~, e Rr, T) >= P~1)(1, e R~r, T) + ~(T), (20) 
where e(T) --+r 0 provided R2 < R -- R~. If we set 
A proof of Lemmu 2 uppears in P. M. Ebert, "Error Bounds for Parallel Com- 
munication Channels," Sc. D. Thesis, MIT, September 1965. 
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(R -C1- -C2)  =R-R~ R2 = C1+~=C1+ 4 -2  <R-RL  
(20) is applicable. But since R2 > C~, the capacity of channel 1, 
(I) R~ r 
P~ (1, e , T) is also bounded away from zero. Hence by (20), 
po@(1) R~r, e Rr, T) is also bounded away from zero; so that by (19) P~ 
is bounded away from zero and the weak converse is established. 
PROOF OF STRONG CONVERSE 
The proof of part (2) of our theorem parallels that of the weak con- 
verse. Assume that the strong converse holds for channels 1 and 2. 
Say that R > C1 + C2 and ~ < 1 are given. We must show that for 
T sufficiently large, that any code for the product channel with parameter 
T and M = e Rr code words has P~ => ~. 
Let us choose 7, RL, and L as in the proof of the weak converse and 
examine Eq. (19). Since RL > C2 P(~)(1, .Lr  ,  e , T) - -~ lasT - -~ ~;  
~ T) 1 as and, since R - RL > Ci, Lemma 1 yields P~l)(e , e Rr, 
T --+ ~.  Thus from (19), P~ can be made to exceed k if T is sufficiently 
large. 
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